Consulting solutions by

BUSINESS CONTINUITY FOR
MID-TO-LARGE ORGANISATIONS
Our Inoni Pro consulting service features light-touch business interaction
and delivery by experts, whilst leaving you in complete control.

We understand how challenging Business Continuity Planning can be for mid-to-large scale
organisations. Customers, insurers and sometimes regulators increasingly demand evidence of a
high quality and reliable programme, but your business is of a size and complexity that makes this a
challenging prospect. Even if you succeed in creating a full set of documentation, the inherent rate of
environmental and organisational change risks it becoming outdated and potentially unworkable long
before the next scheduled review. And in addition, they want evidence of testing and true capability.
Ideally you’d assign a dedicated Business Continuity team to do all this, but budgets are tight and it
becomes someone’s part-time job.
Inoni Pro is a flexible and innovative solution that takes your business continuity programme to a best practice
position and keeps it there. Its unique facilitation service offers convenience, compliance, consistency and creativity,
combining professional expertise and automation to get the best for your organisation. It features light-touch
interaction and delivery by experts, whilst leaving you in complete control - you only pay for what you need, when
you need it. It offers an affordable, low-risk alternative to a full in-house BCM department with the added benefit of
software-accelerated implementation.
Our service will
(a) Establish BC in your organisation
(b) Create or renovate your BC Management System
(c) Refresh and automate your BC documentation
(d) Maintain and continually improve your BC capability
(e) Provide responsive expert support
Review First, we review your current capability and establish
your requirements. This includes defining and allocating roles
to individuals, reviewing BC Policy and adapting your BC
Management System so it satisfies policy and organisation
requirements.
Build Next, we design and deliver your BC programme. This
includes performing business impact analysis, assessing
continuity risks and developing response plans at site,
department and organisation levels. All data is configured and
entered via our online toolset so it delivers a sustainable business
continuity management system and baseline capability.
Improve Finally, we work on maintaining and continually
improving your capability, documentation and control. This is
achieved through measurement and audit, workshops and walkthroughs, training and awareness raising and updating the BCMS.

Inoni Pro delivers a comprehensive
set of documentation and online tools
that support the full BCM Lifecycle

Approach
Inoni are specialist Business Continuity providers, providing continuity plans and supporting analysis, training and
exercising delivered consistently via our straightforward methodology and configurable software platform. We shape
and populate the software using information we collect by sharing the methodology with you. This approach means
we achieve a shared consistent understanding, allowing you to take meaningful steps toward creating a resilient
culture.

Expert Consultancy

Powerful Software

Inoni is a specialist Business Continuity consulting
provider, delivering best-practice continuity plans
and all related analysis, training and exercising, all
supported by a straightforward methodology and
highly configurable software platform.

The Inoni Pro software provides savings through
automation, measurement and consistency.

Our approach is risk-based and reflects reality. It
uses a model that represents the organisation as
a collection of interrelated risk assets or entities.
These are defined at a level that satisfies the
organisation’s risk management objectives. The
model then allows us to simulate continuity risks,
exploring their effects before planning a response.
Our methodology offers a better, more practical
way of doing business continuity, aligned with
recognised best practice (ISO 22301) and delivering
quality assured outcomes.

It allows organisations to build comprehensive,
practical and standards‐aligned business continuity
plans and associated tools. It provides features
for workflow and updating as required under a
dedicated and secure company account, hosted by
Inoni or from your own premises.
The software offers a unique ability to customise
and configure, allowing your system to adapt,
evolve and constantly improve. This means your BC
management system can keep pace with change.
It’s never a straitjacket and always fits the business.

The Result: A Best-Practice BCMS
The Inoni Pro programme delivers a best-practice BCMS with the following characteristics
•

Driven and guided by the organisation's business governance and operational requirements.

•

Represented by and answerable to a Steering Group (BCSG) and formal Sponsor.

•

Organised into response teams according to type and level of threat or incident

•

Implemented and maintained by business owners designated by area of responsibility.

•

Supporting compliance with International best practice (ISO 22301) and organisation internal risk principles.

•

Focused on practical necessity.

For more information email us at info@inoni.co.uk
or call us on +44 (0) 1189 629 757
www.inoni.co.uk

